Publications – Prof. Judith Baumel-Schwartz

Books (as author)


(The book received the First Prize: Honorable Mention - The Sixth Janusz Korczak Literary Competition Honoring Books Published in 1990 or 1991, The Anti-Defamation League of Bnai Brith, New York.)


3a. Kibbutz Buchenwald, [Heb.], Kibbutz Hameuchad, Beit Lochamei Hagetaot, Tel-Aviv 1995. (191p.)


(The book received the Reuben and Edith Hecht Prize for the best book on Zionism or State of Israel published in 2004)


10. My Name is Freida Sima: The American-Jewish Women's Immigrant Experience Through the Eyes of a Young Girl from the Bukovina, Bern: Peter Lang, 2017, 367p. (in Hebrew: Korim Li Freida Sima: Olam Hamehagrot Be'etza Na'ara MiBukovina, Tel-Aviv: Resling, 2019, 393p.)


**Books and Journals (as editor)**

1. *Voices from the “Canada Commando”: Testimonies of Seven Women from the Auschwitz-Birkenau Camp*, Jerusalem: Emuna, 1989 100p. [in Hebrew]
2. *Great Figures in Jewish History* (together with Prof. Joseph Dan), the Open University of Israel, Tel-Aviv 1991 240p. [in Russian]
15. Judith Tydor Baumel-Schwartz and Alan Schneider (eds.), *All Their Brothers and Sisters: Jews Saving Jews During the Holocaust*, Bern: Peter Lang Publishers (forthcoming 2021)
17. Judith Tydor Baumel-Schwartz and Shmuel Refael-Vivante (eds.), *The Darkest Equation: Research as an Arena of Memory for Offspring of*
Chapters in Books:


23. "Mechkar zugiyut vekol ma shebeineihem: Dapim Miyoman shel Zug Akademi" (Research, Relationships, and everything in between: Pages from the diary of an Academic Couple), in Eyal Baruch and Avraham Faust (eds.),
24. "Ma Taasi Im Toar Behistoria ubli Teudat Horaa? Keitzad Hayiti Lehistoriyonit ulichokeret Medinat Yisrael" (What will you do with a degree in history and no teaching certificate? How I became a historian and Researcher of of Israel Studies), in: Ofer Schiff and Avner Ben Amos (eds.) , Kavim Lidmuteinu: Lachkor et yisrael, Lichtov al atzmeinu (Profiles of Ourselves: Researching Israel, writing our stories), Sde Boqer, pp. 613-635.


29. "In the Beginning there was Auschwitz or how a Survivor's Daughter Judith Tydor Baumel-Schwartz and Shmuel Refael-Vivante (eds.), The Darkest Equation: Research as an Arena of Memory for Offspring of Holocaust Survivors, A collection of academic autobiographies, Bern: Peter Lang Publishers (forthcoming 2022)


32. 

Articles:


52. The Last Will and Testimony of Uri Ilan” (Heb.), Iyunim Betikumat Yisrael 15 (2005), pp. 209-238.
58. "It is Our Custom from *Der alter Heim*: The Role of Orthodox Jewish Women's Internet Forums in Reinventing and Transmitting Historical and Religious Tradition", *Journal of Jewish Identities* 6(1) (Jan. 2013), pp. 27-70.
61. (With Joshua Schwartz) "Welcome to the Middle East", *Iggeret* 86 (Fall 2014) p. 86.
67. "The Travels of a Shofar from a Death Camp to the Auschwitz Exhibition", *Hauma* 217 (February 2020), pp. 84-89.
70. "Pesach Between Despair and Hope" (Heb.), *Pesach, Pass(ing)over and Everything in Between*, Bar Ilan University, April 2020: 21-22.
73. "Religious Practice in Nazi Camps" in: Thomas Rahe, Gabrielle Hammermann and Ilse Eschbach (eds.), *Beiträge zur Geschichte der nationalsozialistischen Verfolgung: Religiosität in nationalsozialistischen*
Reviews of Books in Periodicals


65. "A New Look at the Past as Seen on the Wall", Review of Yoram A. Shamir (ed.), "A Gentle Whisper will not Reach only a Shout", Poster Collections
of The Jabotinsky Institute, (Heb.) The Jabotinsky Institute, Tel Aviv, 2014, 157 pp. in Hauma 196 (winter 2014), pp. 112 – 117.


75) "Artzi Partza Sof Sof Bivechi" ["My Country Finally Broke out in Tears"] review of Ephraim Zuroff and Ruta Vanagaita, "Masa Im Haoyev, Hishtatfutam shel Litaim Befishei Hashoa" [Travels with the Enemy: The participation of Lithuanians in Holocaust Crimes], Yediot Acharonot and Sifrei Hemed, Tel Aviv, 2018, 207p. in: Hauma 211 (Fall 2018), pp. 119-123.


Papers Presented at Scientific Conferences:

2. The first International Conference on Religious Life and Thought During and After the Holocaust, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, May-June 1986. (lecture topic: The story of the 93 girls from Beth Jacob - Myth or Reality)
3. The First International Conference on Belgian Jewry During the Holocaust, Bar-Ilan University, June 1989. (lecture topic: Kehilath Morya)
4. The Tenth International Conference on Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, August 1989. (lecture topic: The Jewish Refugee Children in the USA During the Holocaust)
5. The Conference on Daily Life During the Holocaust, Haifa University and Ghetto Fighters House, June 1991. (lecture topic: Mutual Assistance among Jewish Women During the Holocaust)
11. The Eleventh International Congress on Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, June 1993. (lecture topic: Absorption of She'erit Hapletah in Eretz Yisrael - the Case of Kibbutz Buchenwald)
12. Crisis and Reaction: The Hero in Jewish History, Creighton University, Omaha Nebraska, October 1993. (lecture topic: Women as Heroines During the Holocaust)
15. First International Workshop on Women During the Holocaust, Jerusalem, June 1995. (lecture topic: Women in the She'erith Hapletah.)
16. Jewish Historiography Towards the End of the Twentieth Century, the Israel Historical Society, Haifa, March 1996 (Respondent, response topic: Holocaust Memorials in Israel as a Form of New Jewish Historiography)
17. Zionist and Zionist Policy vis a vis the Holocaust, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Nov. 1997 (lecture topic: Revisionists and "Irgun" members vis a vis the Holocaust 1939-1945)
18. Gendered Communities: the Challenge to Religion, Nation and Race, The Historical Society of Israel in cooperation with the Universities of Israel, Tel
Aviv, March 1998 (lecture topic: Women's Single-Sex and Gendered Communities During the Holocaust)

19. Women in the Yishuv and the Early State, Jerusalem, The Hebrew University, June 1998 (lecture topic: "We Were There Too: Gender Commemoration in Israeli War Memorials")


21. The Impact of Women's and Gender Studies on Jewish Studies, The Schechter Institute of Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, July 1999 (lecture topic: Gender and Holocaust Studies in Israel and Abroad)


23. The Jewish Community: Historical and Cultural Perspectives, Haifa, January 2000 (lecture topic: "Jewish Women's Communal Agency During the Holocaust.")

24. Gender, Place and Memory in the Modern Jewish Experience, Bar Ilan University, January 2001. (Active chair in the session entitled“: Engendered Memories of the Holocaust and the Second World War in Memory of Sybil Milton” and delivery of historical survey and analysis of Milton’s pivotal role in Holocaust Gender Scholarship.


28. Women at War, Special Exhibition, the Imperial War Museum, London, March 2004 (lecture topic: “Questions and Answers about women during the Holocaust”)


30. Enzo Sereni: A 100 anni dalla nascita, a 60 anni dalla scomparsa, Jerusalem, 5-7 April 2005 (lecture topic: Enzo Sereni: The nobleman who became a parachutist”)  

31. The Demographic Problem and Demographic Policy of Israel: A Symposium in Memory of Dr. Reuven Hecht, Haifa, 17 May 2005. (lecture topic: “The Yishuv Parachutists During the Second World War, Circles of Memory and Commemoration”).

32. Women and Economy: Production, Work, Volunteerism, and Slavery, the 6th Annual Conference of the Israeli Association for Feminist and Gender
Studies, Rishon Lezion, 26 May 2005. (Participation in a panel about “male and female writers speak” moderated by Merav Michaeli).

33. The 14th World Congress of Jewish Studies, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, August 2005 (Active chair in the session entitled: “Contemporary American Orthodoxy: Sociological and Historical Perspectives).


35. The Max and Rita Haber Chair of Holocaust Studies, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Dec, 26, 2005. (lecture topic: “Male and Female Parachutists during WWII in the Israeli Collective Memory”).

36. Orthodox Jewry and the Holocaust, Tel Aviv University, Jan 3-5 2005. (lecture topic: “Mother, Students and Halutzot: Haredi Women among the DP’s”)


40. Haredi Women in Israel: Images, Myths and Reality, Bar Ilan University, June 10, 2007 (Active Chair in Session: The Role of Haredi Women in the Press and in Literature).

41. Israel as an Immigrant Society: Between the Melting Pot and Multiculturalism, 23rd Annual AIS Conference, the Open University of Israel, Raanana, June 11-13, 2007 (lecture topic: “Hayalot Olot Noflot: The Life and Death of Immigrant Women Soldiers in the IDF During the 1950s”).

42. International Graduates Seminar: Teaching About the Holocaust, Jerusalem, Yad Vashem, August 12-16, 2007 (lecture topic: “Holocaust and Gender”).


45. Jewish Education: A Torch in the shadow of the Holocaust, The Michlala in Jerusalem, the Holocaust Study Center, 5 Dec. 2007 (lecture topic: "Educating a New World: Issues in the Education of the Jewish DPs after the Holocaust").

46. Conference of the Association of Jewish Studies, Toronto, 16-18 Dec., 2007 (lecture topic: Reconstruction of Gender Identity among Jewish Postwar DPs”)
47. Annual Keynote Lecture in Honor of Elchanan and Miriam Elkes, University of Leicester, October 2008 (Lecture topic: "Resisting Obliteration: The Lives and Deaths of Jewish Women During the Holocaust").
48. The Fifteenth World Congress in Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, 2-6 August 2009 (lecture topic: "Orthodox Jewish Women's Internet Forums as a Cultural and Historical Phenomenon").
52. "Conflicts and Divisions Among Jewish Communities Throughout the Generations", Ramat Gan, June 20-21, 2012, (active session chair "Divisions in Zionism" session).
54. Seventh International Symposium, the Klal Yisrael Project. Reconsidering Israel-diaspora Relations, Tel Aviv, January 8, 2013 (lecture topic: "Orthodox Jewish Women as a bridge between Isral and the diaspora").
55. Symposium in Honor of Prof. Haim Genezi's 80th Birthday, General History Department, Bar Ilan Univerity, May 26, 2014 (lecture topic: "Jewish Refugee Children in the United States, a Historical Glimpse").
56. Women Recall the Holocaust: A Conference to commemorate the 80th anniversary of Kristallnacht and in memory of Fanya Gottesfeld Heller, Ramat Gan Nov. 12, 2018 (lecture topic:"Why should one deal with women in the Holocaust as a separate topic?"")
57. Thoughts on Contemporary Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial on the International Day of Holocaust Remembrance, Yad Vashem, Amutot Dorot Hahemschech and the Finkler Institute of Holocaust Research, Tel Aviv, Jan. 27, 2019 (lecture topic: "What? There was a Holocaust? Surely it was the Jews' own fault: Thoughts on Contemporary Antisemitism")
58. Book Launching: My Name is Freida Sima, Ramat Gan, April 8, 2019 (lecture topic: "About Freida Sima: A Response").
59. Far Past Far Future: Perspective in the Study of Greek Jewry During the Holocaust, Ramat Gan April 30, 2019 (lecture topic: "Paths of Memory of Communities Destroyed During the Holocaust").
60. Women Recall the Holocaust Forum, New York May 5, 2019 (lecture topic: "We Could Have Been Them: Women Scholars Writing about Women in the Holocaust")
64. "Women in Auschwitz and During the Holocaust" June 4, 7, 2020 Zoom together with the Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York.

Encyclopedic Entries:


3. Biddle, Francis (350 words); Bradley, Omar (350 words); Klausner, Abraham (350 words); Clay, Lucius (350 words); Eisenhower, Dwight D. (350 words); Hoover, Herbert (350 words); Hopkins, Harry (350 words); La Guardia, Fiorello (350 words); Niebuhr, Reinhildt (350 words); Nimitz, Chester W. (350 words); Patton, George (350 words); Pearl Harbour (350 words); Quakers (350 words); Riffkind, Simon (350 words); Smith, Walter Bedell (350 words); U.S. Committee for the Care of European Children (350 words): in The Computerized Encyclopedia of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, D.C.


Book Reviews in the Daily Press
2) “Haedut Kehistoria” (Testimony as History), Review of: Devora Frank, Shmona Shenitzlu Biyimeu Hashoa (Eight who were rescued during the Holocaust), author’s publishing, POB. 1019 Bat Yam 174p., Ha’aretz Sefarim, April 30, 1997, p. 10.
3) “Laga’at Bakor, Laga’at Bahoshekh” (To touch the cold, to touch the darkness), Review of Aharon Appelfeld, Mihreh Hakerah (The Ice Mine), Keter, 190p., Ha’aretz Sefarim, April 22, 98, p. 6.
7) “Masa Letokh Heavar” (Journey into the Past), Review of Avraham Landsman; Vayisu Vahakhanu: Hamishim Shanim Lehakamat Medinat Yisrael (And they Traveled and they Made Camp: Fifty Years since the establishment of the State of Israel), Hotza’at Ben-Yosef, 615p. Ha’aretz Sefarim, Jan. 27.1999, p.11.
13) “Shtika Sheminasa Laga’at” (Silence that Tries to Touch), Review of: Aharon Appelfeld, Masa El Hahoref (Journey into the Winter), Keter, 212pp., Ha’aretz Sefarim April 5, 2000, pp. 6, 8.
23) “Za Rodino Za Stalina” (For the nation, for Stalin”), Review of: Ya’akov Ingerman, Yehudi be”sherut” HaReich (Jew in the “Service” of the Third Reich), Bitan, 254pp., Ha’aretz Sefarim, May 30, 2001, p. 14.


33) “Saba Sheli Haya Kommunist” (My Grandfather was a Communist), Review of: Uri Ohrbach, Saba Sheli Haya Rav (My Grandfather was a Rabbi), Illustrations, Noam Nadav, Keter, 148pp., Ha’aretz Sefarim July 31, 2002, p. 11. In English: Rescued Bones and Separate Swimmers”, The Herald Tribune – Ha’aretz English Editon, p. 9.


71) “Haratzon Lichyot, Haratzon Lif’ol, Haratzon Lehargish, Haratzon Le’ehov Vilihiyot mehevet” (“The desire to live, the desire to act, the desire to feel, the desire to love and be loved”), Review of Tehila Ofer, Ze’ev Ofer, Haviva: Sippur Hayeha, Shilihuta Venefilata shel hatzanhanit Haviva Reik (Haviva: The story of the life, mission and death of the parachutist Haviva Reik, Sifriyat Poalim, Moreshet 395p.), in: Ha’aretz Sefarim, Jan 12, 2005, p. 4.
77) * Poalei Kol Haolam Hitachedu Vegam Haolam Haeyhudi” (“Workers of the World Unite and also the Jewish World”), Review of Moshe Mishkinsky,


70) “Lechol Yeled, Bichol Milchama, Bechol Makom”, (For every child, in every war and in every place), Review of Suzanna Raveh and Dafna Schoenwald, Hasippur shel Savta yalda (The story of Grandmother child), shufra lesifrut yaffa, 11 p., in Makor Rishon, 29 April 2005, pp. 21-22.


75) “Harei Hakol Meahorenu, Mahaknu” (“After all, everything is behind us, we erased it”), review of Pinhas Guvrin, Hayinu Keholim: Megilat Mishpaha (We Were as Dreamers, the story of a family), Carmel, 217p. in: Makor Rishon, 1 July 2005, p. 25.

76) “Keilu Hayinu Pisat Shamayim Mukefet Ananim” (“As if we were a piece of Sky surrounded by Clouds”), review of: Josephine Pol and Angela Bart, Anne Frank, Keter and Ilmur, 32p. in: Makor Rishon, 22 July 2005, p. 22.


91) “Haharedim Mikahlim Pasei Rakever, Hahilonim Sochen Shabak im Mishkafei Shemesh Viekdach” (The Ultra orthodox get train track, the secular get a GSS Agent with sunglasses and a gun”) review of Haim Greenbaum, Tzava’a (Testament), Yifei Nof, Y. Posen, 605 p. in: Ha’aretz Sefarim, 14 Dec.


93) ‘Efo Hakesem’ (“Where is the Magic”), review of: Leah Inbal Dor, Tipot Shehen Yam (Drops which are an Ocean), Halonot, 128p. in: Makor Rishon, 30 Dec. 2005, pp. 24-25.


100) “Mehamilchama Ad Hibuk”, (“From the War to a Hug”), review of: Mordechai Peled, Leratzot et Slovi (To Make Slovi Content), in: Makor Rishon, 17 Feb. 2006, p. 16.


102) Review of: Barbara Erenreich and Arley Russel Hochschild (eds), The Global Woman: Childminders, Maids and Sex Workers in the New Economy,


126) Review of Ze’ev Mankowitz, Bein Zikaron Letikva: Nitzolei Hashoa Begermaniya Hakevusha (Between Memory and Hope: Holocaust Survivors in Occupied Germany), Yad Vashem, 355 p. in: Makor Rishon, 15 June 2007, p. 17.


133) Review of: Gilad Margalit, Ashma, Sevel, Vezikaron: Germanita Zokheret et Meteha Bemikhemet Haolam Hashniya (Guilt, Suffering and Memory:
Germany Remembers Its Dead During the Second World War),
University of Haifa 2007, 254p. in: Makor Rishon, 26 October 200, p. 19.
134) Review of: Avigdor Shachan, Hatzilu Et Hamefaked (Save the Captain), Dani
135) Review of: Shulamit Eliash, The Harp and the Shield of David: Ireland,
Makor Rishon, 16 November 2007, p. 22.
136) Review of: Walter Laqueur, Dor Exodus: Sipuram Hamufla Shel Hatziiirim
Hayehudim Shebarchu Mihiter (The Exodus Generation: The Incredible
Story of the Young Jews Who Escaped Hitler), Dvir 367p., in: Makor
Rishon, Dyokan, 30 November 2007, p. 38.
137) Review of: "Omer Bartov, Erased: Vanishing Traces of Jewish Galicia in
138) "Testament to Women", (together with Joshua J. Schwartz) Review of: Miriam
Feinberg Vamosh, Women at the Time of the Bible, Palphot, 104p. in
139) Review of Atina Grossman, Jews, Germans and Allies: Close Encounters in
Occupied Germany, Princeton and Oxford, Princeton UP, 393p. in Makor
Rishon 11 April 2008, p. 18.
140) Review of Ada Pagis, Yimei Afela, Rigei Hessed: Perakim Michayei Yisrael
Gutman (Days of Darkness, Moments of Kindness: Chapters from the
Life of Yisrael Gutman), Hakibbutz Hameuhad and Yad Vashem, 248p. in
141) Review of Asaf Yedidiya, Shnot Rainu Raah: Perakim Betoldot Hayahadut
Hadatit Betkufat Hashoa, vol 4: Hapitaron Hasofi (The Years of Seeing
Evil: Chapters in the History of Religious Jewry During the Holocaust,
vol. 4, the Final Solution), Yad Vashem, 2008, 236p. in Makor
142) Review of: Christopher Nicholson, Richard and Adolf: Did Richard Wagner
Incite Adolf Hitler to Commit the Holocaust, Gefen Publishing House
Hantzachata BatnuA Hakibutzit (A Voice that Does not Become Mute:
Holocaust Memory and Commemoration in the Kibbutz Movements),
Hakibutz Hameuhad, Yad Tabenkin, Hamerkaz Haraaayoni vhehateudi shel
144) Review of: Yitzhak Arad, Bitzel Hadegel Haadom: Yehudei Brit Hamaatzot
Belichima Nged Germania Hanatzit (In the Shadow of the Red Flag:
Soviet Jewry in Battle Against Nazi Germany), Misrad Habitchon, Yad
Vashem, Amutat Yad Lashiryon, 2008, 455p. in: Makor Rishon, 12 Sept.
145) Review of: Ruth Richter (Yitzhaki), Hatemuna (The picture), Dani publishers,
146) "Misdar Hazikaron" ("The Order of Memory") – review essay of memorial
literature by Holocaust Survivors appearing recently, Makor Rishon ,17
April 2009 p. 16.
Germany and the Jews (Heb.) Am Oved and Yad Vashem 2009, 828p. in
Makor Rishon, 27 Nov. 2009, p. 15.
